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Chapter - by - Chapter fun
for awesome kid super spies 

TAKE a PICTURE &
SHARE your Work!

setting:
Where does the story take place? 
What does it look like?  
The story takes place at...

Who do we meet? What do they look like? 
Who do you think is the main character? Why?

Characters:

1. 
2, 
3,

What happened: 
PLOT: 

The story starts when...  Then....   
                          Finally...

Tell us what you know about the...
THE Breakdown

DISCUssion Questions & Activities

4. The Booby-trap Game
can you avoid the booby-trap?! 
Gather 6 items in a backpack. Tell your partner one of 
the items is booby-trapped and they can only ask you 
three (3) yes or no questions to figure out which one it is!
Can they figure it out? Or will they fall for 
the Booby-trap?!?

4. The Booby-trap Game

3. When Jacob was too scared to jump out of the plane, what did 
EMMA do? Should she have done that? Why or why not? 

ANSWERS: 3. She pushed Jacob out of the plane.  

Definition: boo·by trap     /̍boobē ̩trap/
noun:  an apparently harmless object containing a concealed 
device designed to trap or harm anyone who touches it. 
origin:  from the Spanish word ‘bobo’, meaning fool.  

  2. Emma and Jacob were looking for a ‘communication line’. 
    What devices in your house are communication lines with the outside 
    world? Where are they located? Find their source and take a 
picture of them. (Be sure not to unplug anything you find 
AND ask your parents for help.)

1. When Emma and Jacob jumped out of the
 plane, they saw the farmland below. What 
would your neighbourhood look like from a 
plane? 
Draw the streets, parks, stores or landmarks. 
DOn't FORGET to include your house. 
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